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Abstract: The authors propose a classification method of inquiry e-mails for describing FAQ (Frequently Asked Ques-
tions) and individual setting mechanism of judgment threshold values. In this method, a dictionary used for
classification of inquiries is generated and updated automatically by statistical information of characteristic
words in clusters, and inquiries are classified correctly to each proper cluster by using the dictionary. Thresh-
old values are individually and automatically set by using statistical information.

1 INTRODUCTION

As web-based services such as online shopping and
community management are rapidly increased, in-
quiry e-mails about services through the web form
from users are also increased. When a user sends an
inquiry e-mail to the company, an operator at the help
desk in the company needs to answer the user’s in-
quiry. In order to reduce such operators’ task, the ser-
vice provider sets up FAQ (Frequently Asked Ques-
tions) on the web page and expects that users read
FAQ before sending inquiry e-mails. Users browse
FAQ to get answers to their questions. If there are
not FAQ about their questions, they send inquiry e-
mails to the help desk. Here, operators mainly deal
with two tasks of help desk as follows: replying to
inquiries and setting up FAQ.

For reducing operators’ works of replying to
many inquiries, there are some researches on reply-
ing with FAQ such as automating retrieval(Sneiders,
2009). Domain ontologies based approach (Fu et al.,
2009; Hsu et al., 2009; Yang, 2008), case-based ap-
proach(Hammond et al., 1995) and cluster-based ap-
proach (Kim and Seo, 2008) have been proposed for
retrieving FAQ. In order to set up FAQ, operators an-
alyze the history of both frequent inquiries and oper-
ators’ replies, which takes great deal of time to read a
large number of inquiries. So, the goal of our research
is to generate candidates of FAQ automatically from
“threads” that are pairs of an inquiry and an answer.

By hierarchical clustering (Willett, 1988) similar
threads, the cluster that consists of many threads can
be regarded as a candidate of FAQ. Reading major
threads in each cluster, operators can set up FAQ eas-
ily. However, only by the hierarchical clustering, the
cluster of candidate FAQ is not correctly generated
from inquiries that have a variety of expressions and a
lot of words. In order to generate the clusters of candi-
date FAQ correctly, we propose a stepwise clustering
method to refine deciding similarities and threshold
values.

2 A STEPWISE CLUSTERING
METHOD FOR EXTRACTING
CANDIDATE FAQ

2.1 Outline of Stepwise Clustering

The hierarchical clustering builds a tree structure of
threads, cuts the tree at a given height, and generates
the clusters as parts of the tree of the threads. The
height is decided as a threshold value of similarities
between threads, and the similarities are decided by
Cosine similarity between vectors of word frequen-
cies in threads(Sullivan, 2001). On the other hand, the
similarities between clusters are defined as averages
of all the similarities between threads in each cluster
by using “group average method” (Willett, 1988).
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Through the analysis of the clusters, we found fol-
lowing points on the threshold value of similarities.
• If the threshold value is high, precise but small

clusters are generated.
• As the threshold value becomes low, clusters in-

clude improper threads whose contents are differ-
ent from contents of the clusters.
The threads in a cluster include “characteristic

words” which represent a content of the cluster. How-
ever, non-characteristic words are also used for a cal-
culation of the similarity. So, a similarity between a
cluster and an improper thread to a content of the clus-
ter may be over the threshold value, which causes that
the cluster can contain the improper thread. There-
fore, we propose a clustering method by reflecting
characteristics of words to the similarity. The pro-
posed method uses “category dictionary” that has val-
ues indicating how characteristic the words in each
cluster are. In the dictionary, characteristic words
have high values, and non-characteristic ones have
small values. These are weighted to the similarity
so as to reflect the characteristics. In order to gen-
erate precise clusters, the dictionary needs to have
enough words and appropriate values of weights for
the words. However, the construction of the dictio-
nary is time-consuming task for operators. So, it is
necessary to generate clusters and update the dictio-
nary automatically and accurately.

Figure 1 shows the flow of extracting candidates
of FAQ by clustering method that consists of the fol-
lowing three steps:
(1) Making Core Clusters by a High Strictly Thresh-

old Value: In order to ensure the accuracy at the
beginning of the clustering, the small but precise
clusters (core clusters) are generated by hierarchi-
cal clustering with a high threshold value. And
values in the dictionary are decided astf-idf(term
frequency inverse document frequency) : words’
typical indicators for characteristics (Salton and
McGill, 1983).

(2) Expanding Clusters by an Appropriately-
loosened Low Threshold Value: The small cluster
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Figure 1: Overview of clustering with dictionary.

is not regarded as candidate FAQ, because it is
thought that the content of the small cluster is not
a frequent inquiry. Therefore, core clusters are
expanded with a low threshold value by referring
the category dictionary.

(3) Cleansing Clusters: Improper threads in a cluster
are removed from the cluster.
Theses three steps need thresholdvalues, which

are impracticable to set appropriately by hand. There-
fore we also propose an automatic setting mechanism
of these threshold values.

2.2 Construction of Core Clusters

Core clusters should be constructed precisely for
making the dictionary that has appropriate informa-
tion of characteristics of words in order to generate
correct clusters in the later steps. Therefore, core
clusters have to be constructed with strictly similar
threads to each other. This similarity index is used
in clustering and calculated from the weighted sum of
the Cosine similarity between inquiries of threads and
the Cosine similarity between replies of threads.

Sim(Thi,Thj)=(1−α)cosSimQi, j+αcosSimAi, j (1)

cosSimQi, j =
~Qi · ~Q j

||~Qi || ||~Q j ||
, cosSimAi, j =

~Ai · ~A j

||~Ai|| ||~A j ||

Thi is a thread of~Qi and~Ai , ~Qi is a vector of word
frequencies in an inquiry ofThi, and~Ai a vector of
word frequencies in a reply ofThi . The similarity in-
dex is derived asSim(), cosSimQi, j is the similarity
between inquiriesQ j ,Qi , cosSimAi, j is the similarity
between replies ofA j ,Ai andα(0< α < 1) is a con-
stant value to reflect which similarities can be used
for the clustering. The replies are usually written by
specific operators and the words used in the replies of
the same content are similar. Thereforeα might be
larger than 0.5.

After the construction of core clusters, a category
dictionary is generated from the core clusters. This
category dictionary is referred in the expansion and
sophistication of clusters. The category dictionary
keepstf-idf value of each word in each cluster as a
typical indicator for characteristics of each cluster. A
tf-idf value ofWords gets a high value if the word ap-
pears frequently in the threadThi and the number of
clusters containing the word is small.

t f -id f (Thi , Words) = t fi,s× id fs

t fi,s =
Freq. ofWords in Thi

Num. of all words inThi

id fs = log
Num. of all clusters

Num. of clusters includingWords
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Figure 2: Change of orthogonal indices.

A help desk operator decides the threshold value
in this step so as to satisfy that core clusters contain
strictly similar threads to each other and contents of
core clusters are exclusive. The average of similari-
ties between threads in the cluster is useful for judging
that the cluster consists of similar threads. If the aver-
age is high, the operator can grasp that a core cluster
contains strictly similar threads.

In order to judge that the contents of the core
clusters are exclusive, we defined the similarity sub-
tracted from 1.0 as an orthogonal index between core
clusters. Figure 2 shows a change of the average of
the orthogonal indices with a change of the threshold
value. Differential values of the averages gradually
converge on 0, as the value of the threshold value is
decreased. An operator can set the threshold value
with the convergence because the convergence means
that contents of core clusters get exclusive.

From these two points, an operator sets the thresh-
old value generating core clusters which contain
strictly similar threads and whose contents are exclu-
sive to other clusters’ contents.

2.3 Expansion of Clusters

In this step, core clusters constructed in the first step
are expanded for extracting candidates of FAQ. The
process of the cluster expansion with the dictionary is
executed in the following order:
(1) Adding a thread to a cluster.
(2) Combining two clusters.
Because core clusters are constructed with strictly
similar threads to each other, a lot of threads are not
included in any clusters. These threads outside core
clusters should be added to a similar cluster based on
the category dictionary. Furthermore it is necessary to
combine similar clusters. The dictionary is updated at
every expansion so as to put current information in it.

2.3.1 Adding a Thread to a Cluster

Because threads in a cluster of candidate FAQ must be
similar to each other, a similar thread to the cluster can
be added to the cluster. A similarity between a cluster
and a thread is decided by the following formula:

Sim(Clusterm, Thj) =

(1−α) cosSimQm, j +α cosSimAm, j (2)

cosSimQm, j = ∑n
i=1cosSimQi, j /n

cosSimAm, j = ∑n
i=1cosSimAi, j /n

cosSimQi, j =
~t f -id fm(~Qi) · ~t f -id fm( ~Q j )

|| ~t f -id fm(~Qi)|| || ~t f -id fm(~Q j)||

cosSimAi, j =
~t f -id fm(~Ai) · ~t f -id fm( ~A j)

|| ~t f -id fm(~Ai)|| || ~t f -id fm(~A j)||

where ~t f -id fm(~Qi) is ~Qi weighted with tf-idf by
category dictionary ofclusterm and ~t f -id fm(~Ai) is
~Ai weighted with tf-idf by category dictionary of
clusterm. When a cluster is the most similar to a
thread and the similarity is over the threshold value,
the thread is classified into the cluster. After this pro-
cess for all threads outside clusters is done, “final
clusters” are finally created.

While the final clusters should be as precise as
the core clusters, it is also necessary how to decide
the threshold value to ensure the precision of the ex-
pansion. The similarities between threads in the core
cluster are high and the frequency distribution of the
similarities is decided as shown in Figure 3. The dis-
tributions of the similarities in the final clusters can be
estimated by the averageµ and the standard deviation
σ of similarities in core clusters. Because threads to
be added are not as similar as the threads in the clus-
ter, the frequency distribution is changed after adding
a thread to the cluster. If the thread is added to the
cluster correctly, similarities of the core cluster are
similar to ones of the final cluster.

So when the frequency distribution of similari-
ties changes after the expansion, the proposed method

Final Cluster

Core Cluster

Sample threads

Similarity

Frequency

µ , of sample

Estimate

・ ・

Population threads

Frequency

Similarity

Confidence interval

Unknown

Figure 3: Estimating population from core cluster.
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Figure 4: Judgment whether adding a thread is stopped or
continued.

judges whether an added thread is correct or not by
statistical testing that the clusters before and after the
expansion can be regarded as the same.

For estimating the distributions of the final clus-
ters, the averageµ and the standard deviationσ are
necessary. The proposed method derivesµandσ from
the similarities in theclusterm by the following for-
mula:

SimClusterm(Thi, Thj) =

(1−α) cosSimQi, j +α cosSimAi, j (3)

“Confidential interval” of the average of similari-
ties are used as the threshold values of the clustering.
Figure 4 shows the judgment whether adding a thread
is stopped or continued. The threshold values are de-
cided to be the lower confidence limit. If the average
of similarities in the expanded cluster is lower than
the threshold value, adding a thread to the cluster is
stopped. When adding to all clusters is stopped, this
process is ended. Then the proposed method can set
the threshold value individually and automatically for
each cluster.

2.3.2 Combining Two Clusters

Because the threshold value in the step of construct-
ing core clusters is a high value, a lot of small clus-
ters can be constructed. Similar clusters have to be
combined for acquiring large clusters as candidates
of FAQ. A similarity between clusters is calculated
by usingtf-idf in the category dictionary. There are
non-characteristic words that have smalltf-idf, which
makes similarities higher even if the contents are not
similar. So, words in the topk of tf-idf are used for
deciding similarities as the following formula:

Sim(Clusterm, Clustern) =
~t f-id fQm[k]·

~t f-id fQn[k]+
~t f-id fAm[k]·

~t f-id fAn[k]
2

(4)

where ~t f -id fQm[k] and ~t f -id fAm[k] are vectors having
upperk elements of inquiry and reply in category dic-
tionary ofclusterm respectively. Andk is decided as
follows. Firstly, the accumulated average of the topi

words（Q） tf-idf words（A） tf-idf

Password 1.0 Change 1.0

Address 0.8 Address 0.75

Forget 0.6 Confirm 0.65

Remember 0.45 Deptize 0.60

・・・ ・・・ ・・・ ・・・

Average number of words in inquiry = 3

Representative words：
Password Address Forget

Average number of words in reply = 4

Representative words ：
Change Address Confirm Deptize

Category dictionary

Figure 5: Representative words in a representative thread.

of tf-idf in category dictionary of theclusterm is cal-
culated. Becausetf-idf of non-characteristic words
are small and not so different, the accumulated av-
erage converges to 0 asi is increased. So, the pro-
posed method calculates the second difference of the
accumulated average and selectsk when the second
difference converges on 0.

If the highest similarity is more than the threshold
value given in advance, the two clusters are combined.

2.4 Sophistication of Clusters

The pre-process may add threads to a improper clus-
ter becausetf-idf values of characteristic words in the
dictionary are not completely calculated. After the
construction of the dictionary is completed, the pro-
posed method can judge whether an added thread is
proper or improper to the cluster. So, the proposed
method removes threads that do not include the char-
acteristic words of the cluster.

As a criteria to judge whether a thread include the
characteristic words or not, the method generates a
virtual thread called “representative thread” that in-
cludes just all characteristic words in the cluster. In
order to generate a representative thread, the upper
m words ontf-idf in the category dictionary are cho-
sen as Figure 5 shows. Thenm is decided as an av-
erage number of words in threads in a cluster. The
method decides whether threads in a cluster should
be removed by Cosine similarity with the representa-
tive thread. If the similarity is lower than a threshold
value, the thread is removed.

To set the threshold value in cleansing clusters in-
dividually and automatically, we use the average of
similarity with the representative thread. The aver-
age of similarities with the representative thread has
a relation to the similarities between the representa-
tive thread and the threads in a cluster. If the cluster
is not precise, the similarities with the representative
thread are low. So, the threshold value ofclusterm is
the value which is the standard deviation (σm) of sim-
ilarity in each cluster subtracted from the average of
similarity (µm):

Thresholdm = µm−σm
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3 EXPERIMENT

3.1 Results of the Clustering

In the experiment, threads of inquiries and replies
about the web site for a sport membership adminis-
tration are used. The number of threads is 1318 and
these threads are written in Japanese. Inquiries have
16.8 words and reply have 34.6 words on average. A
constant value (α) in expressions in former sections
is 0.7 for weighting replies because replies are proba-
bly written by particular operators and they use same
words in the replies having same contents. The con-
fidence coefficient in adding a thread is 99% and the
threshold value in combining clusters is 0.30.

The generated clusters must reflect frequencies of
inquiries in input data, and contents of them must be
read easily by operators. So, we set the criteria of
evaluation as follows:
• Cluster Size: The cluster size is defined as the

number of threads in the cluster. By comparing
cluster sizes each other, we can judge how high
the frequency of inquiries is in each cluster, and
evaluate which clusters reflect precisely frequen-
cies of inquiries in input data.

• Precision of Clustering: The precision of clus-
tering is the rate of threads classified correctly in
a cluster. If it is high, operators can read eas-
ily a content of a cluster without reading wrong
threads.
We compared results of clustering by the proposed

method to the conventional hierarchical clustering by
Cosine similarity. This conventional method uses the
same similarity and clustering method as the proposed
method in section 2.2, and a constant value (α) in
expressions is also 0.7. The threshold value of the
hierarchical clustering is 0.47 that is adjusted to get
the best precision manually. We generated clusters by
hand and defined the clusters having over 50 threads
as candidates of FAQ. Table 1 shows the candidate
FAQ and the numbers of threads that have the content
of candidate FAQ.

Figure 6 and Table 2 show results of the experi-
ment. They show cluster sizes and precisions of gen-
erated clusters having contents of candidate FAQ. In
Figure 6, the sizes of FAQ2 and FAQ3 clusters by

Table 1: Examples of candidate FAQ.

Content
Number of

threads
FAQ1 Forgetting my password 210
FAQ2 Correcting my date of birth 123
FAQ3 Altering to player from staff 61

Figure 6: Result of cluster size.

Table 2: Result of precision.

Cluster FAQ1 FAQ2 FAQ3
Proposed method 75% 84% 58%

Hierarchical clustering 71% 90% 55%
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Figure 7: Clusters generated by each method.

hierarchical clustering are almost the same. These
clusters do not reflect frequencies of inquiries in in-
put data, which makes it difficult for help desk op-
erators to grasp which content of the cluster is more
frequently inquired. On the other hand, the proposed
method generates clusters reflecting frequencies of in-
quiries although there are gaps between cluster sizes
of clusters generated by the proposed method and cor-
rect clustering. The precisions of FAQ1 and FAQ2
clusters generated by the proposed method are over
70% in Table 2. The precision of FAQ3 cluster by the
proposed method is also higher than one by hierar-
chical clustering. Therefore help desk operators can
grasp the contents of the cluster more easily by the
proposed method.

Figure 7 shows a result of all clusters generated
by each method. In Figure 7, the generated clusters
are placed in order of the cluster size. Operators ex-
tract major clusters as a candidate FAQ by reading all
threads in each cluster. And, they judged whether the
threads are a similar content part and a dissimilar con-
tent part to major threads. The hierarchical cluster-
ing generates different clusters even if they have same
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Figure 8: Candidate FAQ clusters in each step.

contents: clusters for FAQ2 and FAQ3 are separated
to some clusters. On the other hand, the proposed
method does not generate such scattered clusters and
generates much less clusters than hierarchical cluster-
ing does. So, help desk operators can find candidate
FAQ more efficiently by the proposed method.

3.2 Evaluation of Each Step in
Clustering

In order to verify the effectiveness of each step in
stepwise clustering, Figure 8 shows how three candi-
date FAQ clusters shown in the former section change
in each step. Evaluation criteria are the cluster size
and the precision as well as in the former section.

As for the result of cluster sizes, few threads are
added to cluster of FAQ1 but the cluster size of FAQ1
is increased more than doubled by combining clus-
ters. This is because there are many inquiries related
to FAQ1 and the inquiries compose large core clus-
ters. Regarding FAQ2 and FAQ3, cluster sizes get
more than ten times through adding a thread and com-
bining clusters. The step of adding a thread works
well for FAQ2 and the step of combining clusters
works well FAQ1 and FAQ3. So, the step of expand-
ing clusters is effective for generating large clusters.
As for the result of precisions, in each FAQ, core clus-
ters are generated with high precisions. The preci-
sions of these clusters are decreased through the step
of expanding clusters and increased by about 10%
through the step of cleansing clusters. From these
results, we verify that three steps contribute to gen-
erating candidate FAQ clusters in stepwise clustering
method.

Table 3: The numbers of threads added to/removed from
cluster and their precisions.

Number of threads Precision
adding removing adding removing

automatic
thresholds 230 80 63% 70%

manual
thresholds 225 73 48% 74%

3.3 Results of Setting Thresholds

We compared results in case of using threshold val-
ues set manually and automatically by the proposed
method in adding a thread and cleansing clusters.

Table 3 shows the numbers of threads added to and
removed from clusters, and the precisions. The num-
bers of the threads added to clusters are almost same
between the results by the manual setting and the au-
tomatic setting. However the precision in the result
by automatic setting is better than one by manual set-
ting. This is why the proposed method can set the
appropriate threshold value to each cluster automat-
ically. On the other hand, a unique threshold value
is given to all the clusters by manual setting, which
is not appropriate for some of clusters. Therefore
adding a thread works effectively by automatic set-
ting of threshold values. Additionally, the number of
threads removed from clusters in the result by auto-
matic setting is about 10% more than one by manual
setting, but the precision is not better on the contrary.
Automatic setting works as well as manual setting.
So, it is effective for reducing operators’ time spent
on setting the threshold values.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed an effective clustering method that con-
sists of three steps of clustering; making core clus-
ters, expanding clusters and cleansing clusters. And
we introduced a similarity index between clusters and
threads in each step respectively. The threshold values
are set individually and automatically to each clus-
ter. The experiment shows that the proposed method
could generate more useful clusters for help desk
operators than the conventional method. In future
works, we will propose the method for setting thresh-
olds in whole steps, and improve the precision.
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